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eFigure 1. A 0,8mm mixed desmoplastic melanoma on the trunk of a 66-year-old 
male. A, Clinical evaluation revealed an outlier lesion with regular border and 
pink, light-brown and dark brown colors. B, Dermoscopy evaluation revealed 
crystalline structures (arrows), vascular blush and polymorphous vessels 
including dotted and serpentine vessels (square). 
eFigure 2. Mixed desmoplastic melanoma 1,6mm on the trunk of a 43-year-old 
male. A, Clinically it presented as a pink nodule. B, Under dermoscopy atypical 
vascular structures were observed including dotted vessles, serpentine vessels 
and milky red globules (square). 
eFigure 3. A 9mm pure desmoplastic melanoma on the face of a 85-year-old 
male. A, Clinical evaluation revealed an outlier pink nodule. B, Dermoscopy 
evaluation revealed crystalline structures (white arrow) and polymorphous 
vessels including dotted and serpentine vessels (black arrows). 
eFigure 4. A, 2,55mm pure desmoplastic melanoma on the arm of a 48-year-old 
female that presented as an outlier pink nodule (A). B, Under dermoscopy focal 
peppering (dashed square) and polymorphous vessels (solid square) were 
observed. Some vessels might have been compressed during imaging. 

 

This supplementary material has been provided by the authors to give readers 
additional information about their work. 
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eFigure 1. A 0,8mm mixed desmoplastic melanoma on the trunk of a 66-
year-old male. A, Clinical evaluation revealed an outlier lesion with regular 
border and pink, light-brown and dark brown colors. B, Dermoscopy 
evaluation revealed crystalline structures (arrows), vascular blush and 
polymorphous vessels including dotted and serpentine vessels (square). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

eFigure 2. Mixed desmoplastic melanoma 1,6mm on the trunk of a 43-
year-old male. A, Clinically it presented as a pink nodule. B, Under 
dermoscopy atypical vascular structures were observed including dotted 
vessles, serpentine vessels and milky red globules (square). 
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eFigure 3. A 9mm pure desmoplastic melanoma on the face of a 85-year-
old male. A, Clinical evaluation revealed an outlier pink nodule. B, 
Dermoscopy evaluation revealed crystalline structures (white arrow) and 
polymorphous vessels including dotted and serpentine vessels (black 
arrows). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

eFigure 4. A, 2,55mm pure desmoplastic melanoma on the arm of a 48-
year-old female that presented as an outlier pink nodule (A). B, Under 
dermoscopy focal peppering (dashed square) and polymorphous vessels 
(solid square) were observed. Some vessels might have been compressed 
during imaging. 
 
 


